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 Digital transformation traps

 Data governance gaps

 Business climate benefits

 Idea acceleration centers

 People pipeline and capacity-building



 Splintered projects

 Projects becoming about IT stuff, rather than business outcomes

 Lack of end-to-end process clarity

 Lack of data connections

 Lack of quality management

 Lack of engagement of a range of business and IT perspectives

 Lack of expertise/capacity-building and retention

 Not thinking ahead to actual use of a system in a changing environment
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 Activity-based cost and benefit accounting for:

 Initiatives and programs (e.g., tourism, environmental, job creation, economic development)

 Donor-funded initiatives

 Government/ministry reorganizations 

 Critical dependencies on:

 Data government and master data management pyramid

 Business process improvement – internal and external – user experience (“UX”)
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 Closing the “infrastructure gap” with the right tool for the job -- operational risk management (and 

political), not financial risk management

 Accountability and transparency 

 Reducing cost of business and prices to consumers through business process improvements 

opportunities 

 Higher return on investment

 Lower retail prices 
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 This systems/root cause initiative is primarily about performance, not compliance or fraud 

 Where fraud is encountered, it can be viewed by type of enabler:

 Accidents

 Pure ignorance (not intentional fraud, but bad outcome)

 People tricked because they are ignorance of process or expectations

 Duress

 Everyone else is doing it

 Passive, going along with others

 Active, instigating

 Malicious

 Financial motive

 Nonfinancial (revenge or political) motive

 Responses

 Culture change (see Mr. Kim’s presentation)

 Automation to reduce opportunities for human discretion that enables fraud

 Criminal prosecution



 How it’s played in 1 day

 Teams of 8 people, 2 partners playing each of 4 roles (depending on number of people could have more roles). 

 Each team at a round table, focused on a single, assigned process

 Teams composed of a diversity of people, from the process area and cross-functional areas such as IT and audit. Also diversity of 
thought – creatives, emotionals, analyticals

 Segments: 1) opening and concepts, 2) the Fraud Prevention Game itself (often including lunch), 3) immediate action items to 
prevent fraud, 4) review with sponsors, and 5) awards by table for deepest process understanding, most creative scenarios, and best 
action items.

 Action items go beyond enforcement to embrace: 1) business process automation to reduce manual intervention and 2) culture 
change advocated by Mr. Kim of Korean government and UNDP. 

 Ongoing benefits:

 Action items prevent fraud, improve quality of business process/customer service, and cut cost

 Teams of 8 promote team-building across silos, build trusted advisor relationships, and speed implementation of action 
items/prevention steps

 Train the trainer approach builds replication across government – capacity building on steroids

 See more in The Operational Risk Handbook


